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ABSTRACT Roaming is when the mobile user goes out of his/her home agent network coverage and loses

its signal. Loss of coverage and signals may be limited to a remote area or may occur when mobile user

leaves the country and moves to a country where his/her mobile carrier network is not available. In this case,

the mobile device is in roaming mode. In this mode, mobile user through connection to a Foreign Agent can

still use its home agent services if his/her authentication be successful. In such situations, the authentication

mechanism plays a key and important role, where the mobile user often needs to integrate and secure

roaming service over multiple foreign agents. Designing a secure mechanism in Global Mobility Network

(GLOMONET) is a difficult and complex task due to the computational and processing limitations of most

mobile devices, as well as the wireless nature of communication environment. Unfortunately, most of the

authentication schemes that have been proposed so far to meet this goal have failed to achieve their goal. In

this line, Shashidhara et al. recently reported security vulnerabilities of Xu et al.’s mobile authentication

scheme, and also presented an amended version of it. This paper shows that this proposed scheme has

security flaws against impersonation, traceability, forward secrecy contradiction, and stolen smart card

attacks, which implies that this protocol may not be a proper choice to be used on GLOMONET. On the

other hand, we propose AMAPG, as a cost-efficient remedy version of the protocol which provides desired

security against various attacks and also prove its security using BAN logic. We also evaluate AMAPG’s

security using Scyther as a widely used formal tool to evaluate the security correctness of the cryptographic

protocols.

INDEX TERMS Global Mobility Network; Roaming; Stolen Smart Card Attack; Traceability Attack;

Impersonation Attack; Scyther, BAN logic.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication is the transmission of information

without a wire interface by electromagnetic waves. The dis-

tance at which information is transmitted can be short or long.

The term wireless was coined after the invention of the wire-

less telegraph as opposed to "wired communication". There

are many types of wireless in different media, industrial,

military, entertainment, frequency bands, transmissions and

applications such as cell phone, global positioning system

(GPS), remote control, wireless keyboard and satellite TV.

One of the benefits of wireless communication is its mobility.

The mobility service means that the mobile user i.e. MU
can still use the wireless service when traveling to another

country that is provided through roaming. Precisely, Global
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Mobility Network (GLOMONET) comprises three roles:

Mobile users (MU ), Home Agents (HA) and Foreign Agents

(FA). A mobile user MU first registers with the Home Agent

(HA). After leaving the scope of coverage of the HA, in

order to be able to continue using wireless services through

the roaming system it connects to a Foreign Agent (FA) at

its geographic place. The FA subsequently checks whether

MU is allowed through HA or not, therefore, a strong

authentication process must be held between MU , HA and

FA in order to maintain security and privacy.

Whether or not authentication protocols for employing in

Global Mobility Network (GLOMONET) are based on smart

cards must have the following properties:

• All three parties to the protocol must be synchronized

with each other.

• The freshness and aliveness of the protocol parties must

be guaranteed.

• Anonymity and untraceability of the mobile user i.e.

MU must be addressed even if his/her smart card is

stolen (in smart card based authentication protocols).

• All secret values used in the protocol must be kept

confidential.

• If the attacker accesses the secret keys of the current

session, s/he should not be able to access the secret

keys used in the past/future, which is referred to as the

forward/backward secrecy.

Due to the importance of roaming security, many protocols

have been designed and developed for this purpose. One

recent effort in this regard is Xu et al.’s protocol. It was

not long before that Shashidhara et al. [1] showed that Xu

et al.’s protocol is not able to verify the local password

and also suffers from the problem of clock synchronization.

To address these issues, they developed a secure protocol

for mobile networks. However, in this paper, we show that

unfortunately, Shashidhara et al.’s protocol is also vulnerable

to stolen smart cards and traceability attacks. In addition, we

have modified Shashidhara et al.’s protocol so that it can be

protected against all attacks, especially the ones presented in

this paper.

A. PAPER CONTRIBUTION

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Design of effective and efficient traceability, user imper-

sonation and stolen smart card attacks against Shashid-

hara et al.’s protocol;

• Strengthening the protocol against user impersonation,

stolen smart card and traceability attacks which led to

propose a new one called AMAPG (Advanced Mobile

Authentication Protocol for GLOMONET);

• Proving the security of AMAPG informally and for-

mally through BAN logic and Scyther;

• Comparing AMAPG in terms of security, required

memory, computational and communication costs with

other similar recent hash-based authentication protocols

presented for GLOMONET.

B. PAPER ORGANIZATION

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-

tion II reviews related work in this field. The description

of the protocol in question, Shashidhara et al.’s, is given

in Section III. Section IV describes the user impersonation,

the stolen smart card and the traceability attacks against

Shashidhara et al.’s protocol. Protocol reinforcement solu-

tions that lead to an advanced mobile authentication protocol

(AMAPG) are presented in Section V. Sections VI and

VII prove informally and formally the security of the pro-

posed protocol and compares its security and performance,

respectively. Finally, the paper ends in Section VIII with

suggestions for further work.

II. RELATED WORK

These days, research on mobile authentication has attracted a

lot of attention. In 1997, Suzuki et al. [2] presented a remote

authentication scheme of a home agent through a foreign

agent on GLOMONET. Zhu et al. in 2005 [3], proposed

two-factor authentication protocol based on smart card for

roaming’s security in wireless environments. However, Lee et

al. [4] presented that their scheme cannot provide secu-

rity properties such as mutual authentication and backward

secrecy and resistance against all kinds of impersonation

attacks. Lee et al. [4] also remedied Zhu et al.’s scheme and

claimed that their protocol resists against all active and pas-

sive attacks which are common in GLOMONET. Thereafter,

their protocol’s vulnerabilities against providing anonymity

and the backward secrecy was found by Wu et al. [5]. They

also presented a new authentication scheme. In [6], Mun

et al. presented security pitfalls of Wu et al.’s scheme [5]

such as lack of anonymity and perfect forward secrecy, and

vulnerability against legitimate user’s password’s disclosure.

They also presented an amended version using Elliptic Curve

Diffie–Hellman (ECDH). Zhao et al. [7] reported that

[6]’s scheme cannot provide mutual authentication, user-

friendliness and local password verification and also suffers

from all kinds of impersonation attacks. In 2011, in order to

address the security pitfalls of different protocols, Yoon et al.

presented another authentication protocol and claimed that

their scheme preserves user anonymity [8]. However, it was

not long before Li et al. [9] found its security vulnerabilities

such as having unsuccessful key agreement and user trace-

ability. Li et al. [9] also presented another GLOMONET

security protocol. He et al. [10] presented a lightweight

authentication protocol for wireless communications using

XOR operation and hash functions. However, their proto-

col’s vulnerabilities such as user traceability and weakness

against replay and impersonation attacks are reported by Li

and Lee [11]. Jiang et al. [12] proposed another anony-

mous scheme to provide privacy preserving in GLOMONET.

Thereafter, it is proved by, Wen et al. [13] that Jiang et al.’s

protocol suffers from spoofing and replay attacks. Wen et

al. [13] also proposed an improved scheme. Gope and Hwang

[14] presented a lightweight protocol for mobile networks.

Thereafter, Wu et al. [15] showed that the protocol of [14]
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is vulnerable against de-synchronization attacks, unfair key

agreement, and being impracticality due to the time delay.

Moreover, they combat with proposing an improved mobile

user authentication scheme.

Almuhaideb et al. [16], introduced the use of Passport/Visa

instead of a roaming agreement that enables MUs to authen-

ticate themselves directly with FA. In their proposal, MU
receives the Passport as an authentication token from HA
and in order to obtain the required Visa, the authentication

mechanism can be started with the FA. Therefore, in their

scheme, FAs have complete control over the authentication

mechanism. They also in [17] presented two passport or visa

protocols using their designed hybrid authentication model.

In their protocols, passport stamps are used to provide FN
with an effective way to solve the problem of checking the

user revocation status.

In 2014, Niu et al. once again proved that Yoon et

al.’s scheme cannot provide user anonymity and its key

management system is also vulnerable [18]. Niu et al. also

presented another elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) based

authentication protocol. Thereafter, in 2017, authentication

schemes based on ECC were independently presented by

Li et al. [19] and by Chen and Peng [20]. Chang et al.

and Mun et al. independently [21], [6] proposed lightweight

schemes that do not use any symmetric or public key encryp-

tion/decryption and use only hash function and concatenation

operations. It did not take long Gope et al. showed that

they are highly insecure [22]. Likewise, Lee et al. in 2017,

[23] showed the Mun et al. ’s scheme [6] is vulnerable

against man-in-the-middle and impersonation attacks, and

does not provide perfect forward secrecy. Lee et al. also

in [23] introduced another scheme, but they emphasized

that their protocol suffers from logical errors and denial-of-

service attacks of the registration phase. In 2018, Baig et

al. proposed a new lightweight scheme to solve these is-

sues [24]. However, in [25] have been shown the Baig et

al.’s scheme cannot provide user privacy. They also proposed

a new lightweight scheme and claimed their scheme provides

user untraceability and privacy and resistance against identi-

ty/password guessing attacks. They also verified the security

of their proposed scheme using ProVerif and AVISPA.

Later on, some new blockchain based authentication schemes

have been proposed [26], [27], [28], [29], [30]. Besides, the

protocols of [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38],

[39], [40] have more computational overhead. Xu et al. [41]

examined the security of proposed protocol of [31] and

reported its vulnerability to replay attack, de-synchronization

attack and having a large storage burden. Xu et al. also

presented a new mutual authentication scheme. Thereafter,

Shashidhara et al. [1] proved that the Xu et al.’s proto-

col does not resist against stolen verifier, denial of service,

privileged insider, and impersonation attacks. Besides, they

showed that the Xu et al.’s protocol is unable to provide local

password verification and also suffers from clock synchro-

nization problem. They also as a remedy, proposed a secure

scheme for mobility networks. However, in this paper, we

TABLE 1: Notations

Symbol Description

MU The mobile user

HA The home agent

FA The foreign agent

IDX The identifier of entity X
PSWM The password of mobile user

KMU The counter of mobile user

SK The session key

SX The secret value of X
SC The smart card

RN The random number which is constantly stored

in MU ’s smart card

NM Random number

h(.) Hash Function

⊕ Bit-wise exclusive-or (XOR) operation

‖ Concatenation operation

A The adversary

Pr The probability

show that Shashidhara et al.’s protocol suffers from user

impersonation, stolen smart card and traceability attacks.

Moreover, we revised Shashidhara et al.’s protocol in such

a way that it can be safe against all attacks, especially the

ones presented in this paper.

III. SHASHIDHARA ET AL.’S PROTOCOL

The proposed protocol of Shashidhara et al. [1] to rem-

edy Xu et al.’s protocol runs using notations represented

in Table 1 as below in three phases including registration

phase, login and authentication phase, and arbitrary password

change phase.

A. REGISTRATION PHASE

In this phase, the mobile user MU , gets registered with the

home agent HA as below:(see Figure 1)

1) MU chooses its identity and password i.e. IDM , PSWM ,

produces a new random number RN and using that

computes RID = h(IDM‖RN ) and through a secure

channel transmits RID to HA.

2) Once receives the message, HA calculates HID =
h(RID‖SKHA). Thereafter, HA sets MU ’s counter

KMU = 0 and stores {RID,KMU} in its database.

At last, HA sends {HID,KMU , h(.)} to MU .

3) As soon as received the message, MU com-

putes SP = HID ⊕ h(PSWM‖RN ), PV =
h(IDM‖PSWM‖RN ), and updates HID with

SP in the smart card. At last, MU keeps

{SP, PV,RN ,KMU , h(.)} in the smart card.

B. LOGIN AND AUTHENTICATION PHASE

The login and authentication phase of Shashidhara et al.’s

protocol as depicted in Figure 2, runs as follows:
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Mobile User (MU ) Home Agent (HA)

Chooses IDM , PSWM , produces RN ,
calculates RID = h(IDM‖RN )

RID
−−−−−−−−→ Calculates HID = h(RID‖SKHA),

sets KMU = 0 and stores
{RID,KMU}.

HID,KMU ,h(.)
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Computes SP = HID ⊕
h(PSWM‖RN ), PV =
h(IDM‖PSWM‖RN ) and
updates HID with SP and keeps
{SP, PV,RN ,KMU , h(.)} in its
smart card.

FIGURE 1: Registration phase of Shashidhara et al.’s protocol [1]

1) The mobile user MU puts the smart card in to the

reader terminal and inputs his/her identity and pass-

word information i.e. IDM and PSWM .

2) Reader terminal calculates PV ∗ = h(IDM‖PSWM‖RN )

and then checks whether PV ∗ ?
= PV is or not. If it

does not hold, the reader stops the process, otherwise

it verifies the mobile user MU is legitimate.

3) MU device generates a new random number NM and

calculates HID = SP ⊕ h(PSWM‖RN ), AM =
h(IDM‖RN )⊕NM , V1 = h(HID‖KMU )⊕NM , and

transmits a login request MMF = {AM , V1, IDH} to

FA.

4) When FA receives MMF , generates another random

number NF and calculates AF = h(AM‖SKFA) ⊕
NF ,V2 = h(AF ‖SKFA‖V1), stores them, and

transmits an authentication request MFH =
{IDF , AF , V1, V2} to HA.

5) Once received the message, HA at first searches

for IDF . If it exists, HA corresponding to IDF ,

finds a secret key SKFA = h(IDF ‖SKHA). Then

it calculates V ∗
2 = h(AF ‖SKFA‖V1) and checks

whether V ∗
2

?
= V2 is or not. If so, HA authenti-

cates FA and extracts {RID,KMU} from its database

and calculates HID∗ = h(RID‖SKHA), N∗
M

=
h(HID∗‖KMU )⊕V1, V ∗

1 = h(HID∗‖KMU )⊕N
∗
M

,

and checks whether V ∗
1

?
= V1. If they do not hold, HA

stops the process otherwise successfully authenticates

MA, and calculates A∗
M

= h(IDM‖RN ) ⊕ N∗
M

,

NF = h(A∗
M
‖SKFA)⊕AF , N ′

M
= h(HID∗‖N∗

M
)⊕

NF , V3 = h(IDH‖A
∗
M
‖SKFA), and V4 =

h(HID∗‖IDF ‖KMU ). Then it updates the counter as

KMU = KMU + 1, and sends authentication response

i.e. MHF = {N ′
M
, V3, V4} to FA.

6) When receives the message, FA calculates V ∗
3 =

h(IDH‖AM‖SKFA) and checks whether V ∗
3

?
= V3. If

it is not, FA stops the process otherwise successfully

authenticates MA and HA. Then FA calculates the

session key as SK = h(NF ‖AM‖IDH) and sends

MFM = {N ′
M
, V4} to MU .

7) Once receipt of the message, MU computes V ∗
4 =

h(HID‖IDF ‖KMU ), and checks whether V ∗
4

?
= V4

is or not. If it does not hold, MU stops the process,

otherwise, successfully authenticates FA and HA and

extracts NF = N ′
M
⊕ h(HID‖NM ) and using that

computes the secret key as SK = h(NF ‖AM‖IDH).
At last, MU updates its smart card’s counter as

KMU = KMU + 1.

C. PASSWORD CHANGE PHASE

In Shashidhara et al.’s protocol, it is possible that MU
changes his default password without HA’s assistance as

below:

• MU puts on his/her identity IDM and password

PSWM and submits the password change request in the

reader terminal.

• The smart card of MU calculates PV ∗ =
h(IDM‖PSWM‖RN ) and then checks whether

PV ∗ ?
= PV is or not. If it does not hold, the re-

quest is rejected. Otherwise, it is proved that MU is

legitimate. Then smart card derives HID = SP ⊕
h(PSWM‖RN ).

• MU enters its new password i.e. PSW ∗
M

and calculates

PVN = h(IDM‖PSW ∗
M
‖RN ), SPN = HID ⊕

h(PSW ∗
M
‖RN ) and then updates the old {PV, SP}

with new values of {PVN , SPN} respectively. At last,

the smart card contains {PVN , SPN , RN ,KMU}.

IV. ATTACKS ON SHASHIDHARA ET AL.’S PROTOCOL

In this section, used adversary model and scenarios of user

impersonation, stolen smart card and traceability attacks are

presented in detail to show the security vulnerabilities of

Shashidhara et al.’s protocol.

A. ADVERSARY MODEL

The used adversary model in this paper is based on

Dolev–Yao [42] adversary model in which all protocol parties

communicate each other over insecure channels. An adver-

sary in this model has below abilities:
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Mobile User MU Foreign Agent FA Home Agent HA

MU inputs IDM , PSWM .
Reader terminal
computes PV ∗ =
h(IDM‖PSWM‖RN ). If
PV ∗=PV , authenticates
MU . MU generates
NM , calculates HID =
SP ⊕ h(PSWM‖RN ),
AM = h(IDM‖RN ) ⊕ NM ,
V1 = h(HID‖KMU )⊕NM

{AM ,V1,IDH}
−−−−−−−−−−→

Generates NF , calculates
AF = h(AM‖SKFA) ⊕
NF ,V2 = h(AF ‖SKFA‖V1)
{IDF ,AF ,V1,V2}
−−−−−−−−−−−→

Searches for IDF . If it exists,
based on IDF , finds SKFA =
h(IDF ‖SKHA), computes
V ∗
2 = h(AF ‖SKFA‖V1). If

V ∗
2 =V2, authenticates FA,

extracts {RID,KMU},
calculates HID∗ =
h(RID‖SKHA),N

∗
M =

h(HID∗‖KMU ) ⊕ V1,
V ∗
1 = h(HID∗‖KMU )⊕N

∗
M .

If V ∗
1 =V1, authenticates

MU , calculates A∗
M =

h(IDM‖RN ) ⊕ N∗
M , NF =

h(A∗
M‖SKFA) ⊕ AF , N ′

M =
h(HID∗‖N∗

M ) ⊕ NF , V3 =
h(IDH‖A

∗
M‖SKFA) and

V4 = h(HID∗‖IDF ‖KMU ),
KMU = KMU + 1
{N′

M
,V3,V4}

←−−−−−−−−
Computes V ∗

3 =
h(IDH‖AM‖SKFA).
If V ∗

3 =V3, authenticates
MU and HA, calculates
SK = h(NF ‖AM‖IDH)
{N′

M
,V4}

←−−−−−−
Computes V ∗

4 =
h(HID‖IDF ‖KMU ). If
V ∗
4 =V4 , authenticates FA

and extracts NF = N ′
M ⊕

h(HID‖NM ) and computes
SK = h(NF ‖AM‖IDH),
KMU = KMU + 1.

FIGURE 2: Login and authentication phase of Shashidhara et al.’s protocol [1]

• can eavesdrop all the exchanged messages over the

insecure channel;

• can modify, delete or replay the exchanged messages;

• can extract the stored important secret information from

the smart card’s memory by monitoring the smart card’s

power consumption [43];

• can be a legitimate insider user or an outsider [44].

B. USER IMPERSONATION ATTACK

In Step 5 of the login and authentication phase of Shashid-

hara et al.’s protocol, once received the message, after

FA authentication, HA extracts {RID,KMU} from its

database and calculates HID∗ = h(RID‖SKHA), N
∗
M

=
h(HID∗‖KMU ) ⊕ V1, V ∗

1 = h(HID∗‖KMU ) ⊕ N∗
M

and

checks whether V ∗
1

?
= V1 to authenticate the user. It is clear,

replacing V1 by any random string of the same length will

pass the above verification. In addition, the received AM

VOLUME 4, 2016 5
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is not verified by HA. Hence, to impersonate MU , it is

enough to respect IDH and send any value as V1 and AM

to the foreign agent. FA will forward it to HA and it will

authenticate the user. It should be noted the protocol flaw

comes the fact that the random nonce is extracted from V1 and

then its correctness is also verified based on V1. However, it

was better to use the received AM = h(IDM‖RN )⊕NM to

verify the correctness of the extracted NM and authenticating

the user.

C. TRACEABILITY ATTACK

Our proposed traceability attack is presented as a game G in

which the adversary has access to the following queries:

• Execute(MUi, FA,HA) query: With this query, the

adversary executes the protocol once between different

protocol participants and receives exchanged messages.

• Test(MU0,MU1, FA,HA) query: In this query, the

adversary must express his conjecture i.e. b ∈ {0, 1}
that which mobile user i.e. MU0 or MU1 participates

in the protocol. The adversary’s advantage i.e. AdvA is

defined as follows:

AdvA = Pr(b is correct) − Pr(b is random) =
Pr(b is correct)− 1/2 > ǫ
where ǫ is a negligible function. If the adversary’s ad-

vantage is much greater than ǫ, it means that the protocol

in question is vulnerable to a traceability attack.

Here, we show that how the adversary can retrieve constant

information related to mobile user MU which is usable to

trace it. For our proposed traceability attack, it is enough the

adversary plays the game G as below:

• runs Execute(MU0, FA,HA) query on Shashidhara

et al.’s protocol and stores messages including AM and

V1.

• computes AM ⊕ V1 = h((IDM )0‖(RN )0) ⊕ NM ⊕
h(HID0‖KMU0

) ⊕ NM = h((IDM )0‖(RN )0) ⊕
h(HID0‖KMU0

) which is a constant value related to

a specific mobile user MU0.

• runs Test(MU0,MU1, FA,HA) and in response

to it, computes AM ⊕ V1 = h(IDM‖RN ) ⊕
NM ⊕ h(HID‖KMU ) ⊕ NM = h(IDM‖RN ) ⊕
h(HID‖KMU ). Then s/he compares the result with

h((IDM )0‖(RN )0) ⊕ h(HID0‖KMU0
). If they are

equal, s/he determines MU0 participates in the protocol

otherwise determines MU1 is in the protocol.

D. STOLEN SMART CARD ATTACK

Stolen smart card attack is an attack in which the adversary

is assumed to have access to the smart card and the values

stored in it. S/he then uses that information to obtain other

important secret values of the protocol such as secret session

key i.e. SK. The adversary to apply our proposed stolen

smart card attack scenario against Shashidhara et al.’s proto-

col, it is enough to proceed as follows:

1) Eavesdrop one authentication phase of Shashidhara et

al.’s protocol and store exchanged messages including

AM , IDH , V1, N ′
M

, V4 and IDF .

2) Steal the mobile user MU ’s smart card and getting the

values stored in it i.e. {SP, PV,RN ,KMU , h(.)}.
3) Using stolen SP and RN from MU ’s smart card and

guessing MU ’s password i.e. PSWM , the adversary

computes HID′ = SP ⊕ h(PSWM‖RN ).
4) Using stolen KMU from MU ’s smart card and re-

trieved HID′ from Step 3, the adversary computes

V ′
4 = h(HID‖IDF ‖KMU ) and if V ′

4 equals with

eavesdropped V4, means that the retrieved HID′ is

the same as the original HID, otherwise, it returns to

Step 3.

5) Using stolen KMU from MU ’s smart card and orig-

inal HID which s/he retrieved in Step 4 and using

eavesdropped V1, the adversary extracts NM as V1 ⊕
h(HID‖KMU ).

6) Using eavesdropped N ′
M

and NM which extracted

in Step 5, the adversary computes NF as N ′
M
⊕

h(HID‖NM ).
7) Finally, the adversary using retrieved NF from Step

6, and the eavesdropped AM and IDH computes the

secret session key i.e. SK as h(NF ‖AM‖IDH) which

is shared between mobile user MU and foreign agent

FA. Using this key, the adversary can decrypt all

communications encrypted with this key between MU
and FA, thus violating the confidentiality property of

communications. The success probability of the attack

is equal to the success probability of the adversary in

guessing the MU ’s password i.e. PSWM , which is

selected from a limited set.

Although Shashidhara et al. [[1], Table 4] also claimed to

provide perfect forward secrecy. However, the above attack

also violates the forward secrecy of the protocol.

V. AMAPG: THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL

To remedy the weaknesses of Shashidhara et al.’s proto-

col, in this section we propose an enhanced protocol and

for the sake of simplicity we name it AMAPG, stands for

advanced mobile authentication protocol for GLOMONET.

We keep the protocol phases of AMAPG identical to those

of Shashidhara et al.’s protocol, i.e. registration phase, lo-

gin and authentication phase and arbitrary password change

phase. In addition, we only modify login and authentica-

tion phase and keep the other two phases as it is, exclude

that in the registration phase RID = h(IDM‖RN ) is

replaced by RID = h(IDM‖(PSWM ⊕ RN )) and SP =
HID ⊕ h(PSWM‖RN ) is replaced by SP = HID ⊕
h(PSWM‖(IDM ⊕ RN )). Hence, as it is depicted in Fig-

ure 3, the registration phase of AMAPG runs as follows:

1) MU chooses its identity and password i.e. IDM , PSWM ,

produces a new random number RN and using that

computes RID = h(IDM‖(PSWM ⊕ RN )) and

through a secure channel transmits RID to HA.

2) Upon receipt of the message, HA calculates HID =
h(RID‖SKHA). Thereafter, HA stores {RID} in its
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database. At last, HA sends a smart card SC which

includes {HID, h(.)} to MU .

3) As soon as received SC, MU computes SP =
HID ⊕ h(PSWM‖(IDM ⊕ RN )), PV =
h(IDM‖PSWM‖RN ), and updates HID with SP in

the received SC and also stores {SP, PV,RN , h(.)}
in it.

The login and authentication phase of AMAPG is depicted

in Figure 4. In the revised version, we replace the counter

KMU by the timestamp TM and also the timestamp of the

foreign agent, TF , and home agent, TH . This modification

provides security against relay and replay attacks also. The

login and authentication phase of AMAPG proceeds as fol-

lows:

A. LOGIN AND AUTHENTICATION PHASE

1) The mobile user MU puts the smart card in to the

reader terminal and inputs his/her identity and pass-

word information i.e. IDM and PSWM .

2) Reader terminal calculates PV ∗ = h(IDM‖PSWM‖RN )

and then checks whether PV ∗ ?
= PV . If the equality

does not hold, it stops the process, otherwise it accepts

the mobile user as the legitimate user.

3) MU device generates a new random number NM

and calculates HID = SP ⊕ h(PSWM‖(IDM ⊕
RN )), AM = h((HID ⊕ NM )‖TM ), V1 =
h(HID‖TM ) ⊕ NM , and transmits a login request

MMF = {AM , V1, IDH , TM} to FA.

4) When FA receives MMF , verifies TM , gen-

erates another random number NF and calcu-

lates AF = h(AM‖TF ‖SKFA) ⊕ NF ,V2 =
h(AF ‖(TF ⊕ NF )‖SKFA‖(V1 ⊕ AM )), stores them

and transmits an authentication request MFH =
{TF , IDF , AF , V1, V2} to HA.

5) Once received the message, HA at first verifies

the timestamps TM and TF and then searches for

IDF . If it exists, HA finds a secret key SKFA =
h(IDF ‖SKHA). Then it calculates N∗

F
= AF ⊕

h(AM‖TF ‖SKFA) and extracts a {RID∗} from its

database and calculates HID∗ = h(RID∗‖SKHA),
N∗

M
= h(HID‖TM ) ⊕ V1 and A∗

M
= h((HID ⊕

NM )‖TM ). Then HA checks whether V2
?
=

h(AF ‖(TF ⊕ NF )‖SKFA‖(V1 ⊕ A∗
M
)). If so, HA

authenticates FA and MU . Once they have been au-

thenticated, HA computes AH = AF ⊕ N∗
F
⊕ N∗

M
,

V3 = h((IDH ⊕NH)‖(N∗
F
⊕ AH)‖SKFA‖TH) and

V4 = h((HID∗ ⊕ N∗
F
)‖(IDH ⊕ N∗

M
)‖NH‖TH)

and sends authentication response, i.e. MHF =
{TH , AH , NH , V3, V4} to FA.

6) When receives the message, FA verifies TH , calculates

V ∗
3 = h((IDH ⊕NH)‖(NF ⊕AH)‖SKFA‖TH) and

checks whether V ∗
3

?
= V3. If it is not, FA stops the

process otherwise successfully authenticates MA and

HA. Then, FA extracts NM = AH ⊕ AF ⊕ NF ,

calculates A′
F

= AM ⊕ NM ⊕ NF and the session

key as SK = h(NF ‖NM‖NH) and sends MFM =
{NH , A′

F
, TH , V4} to MU .

7) Once received the message, MU verifies TH , extracts

NF = A′
F
⊕ AM ⊕NM , computes V4 = h((HID ⊕

NF )‖(IDH ⊕ NM )‖NH‖TH) and checks whether

V ∗
4

?
= V4. If it does not hold, MU stops the process,

otherwise, successfully authenticates FA and HA and

computes the secret key as SK = h(NF ‖NM‖NH).

B. PASSWORD CHANGE PHASE

In AMAPG, we revise the password change phase as follows,

which takes place over a secure channel:

• MU puts on his/her identity IDM and password

PSWM and submits the password change request in the

reader terminal.

• The smart card of MU calculates PV ∗ =
h(IDM‖PSWM‖RN ) and then checks whether

PV ∗ ?
= PV is or not. If it does not hold, the re-

quest is rejected. Otherwise, it is proved that MU is

legitimate. Then smart card derives HID = SP ⊕
h(PSWM‖(IDM ⊕RN )).

• MU enters its new password i.e. PSW ∗
M

and cal-

culates PVN = h(IDM‖PSW ∗
M
‖RN ), SPN =

HID ⊕ h(PSW ∗
M
‖(IDM ⊕ RN )) and then up-

dates the old {PV, SP} with new values of

{PVN , SPN} respectively. At last, the smart card con-

tains {PVN , SPN , RN}.

VI. SECURITY PROOF OF AMAPG

Here, we provide informal and formal security arguments

of AMAPG against various attacks, including replay attack,

impersonation attack, desynchronization attack and etc.

A. INFORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS

Informal security proof methods are ones that are used using

the knowledge and reasoning of the analyst to prove that the

security protocol is weak or lacks security pitfalls and resists

against the attack in question.

1) Replay attack

To do a replay attack, the adversary tries to impersonate

a protocol party by eavesdropping a session of the proto-

col between legitimate parties and later broadcasting the

stored messages. In AMAPG, the adversary has no sig-

nificant chance to do replay attack because any session is

randomized by the fresh nonces and also time stamps. For

example, MU sends AM = h((HID ⊕ NM )‖TM ) and

V1 = h(HID‖TM ) ⊕ NM to FA in which TM is the

timestamp and NM is a fresh nonce and they prevent the

adversary to use it later successfully. Similarly, FA sends

AF = h(AM‖TF ‖SKFA) ⊕ NF and V2 = h(AF ‖(TF ⊕
NF )‖SKFA‖(V1⊕AM )) to HA and HA sends AH = AF⊕
NF ⊕NM , V3 = h((IDH⊕NH)‖(NF ⊕AH)‖SKFA‖TH)
and V4 = h((HID ⊕ NF )‖(IDH ⊕ NM )‖NH‖TH) to

FA, where TF and TH are timestamps and NF and NH
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Mobile User (MU ) Home Agent (HA)

Chooses IDM , PSWM ,
produces RN , calculates
RID = h(IDM‖(PSWM ⊕RN ))

RID
−−−−−−−−→ Calculates HID = h(RID‖SKHA)

and stores {RID}.
HID,h(.)

←−−−−−−−−−
Computes SP = HID ⊕
h(PSWM‖(IDM ⊕ RN )),
PV = h(IDM‖PSWM‖RN )
and updates HID with SP and keeps
{SP, PV,RN , h(.)} in its smart card.

FIGURE 3: Registration phase of AMAPG

are fresh nonces. Hence, a re-broadcasted message will be

rejected by the received due to the timestamp verification. If

the adversary changes the time stamp to an acceptable time,

then the session will be rejected due to the lack of integrity.

2) Impersonation attack

To impersonate a protocol party, the adversary either should

do a replay attack or generate valid messages to be accepted

by a protocol party. However, in the case of AMAPG, in sub-

subsection VI-A1, we have argued that it is not feasible to

do replay attack. On the other hand, the adversary cannot

produce valid messages because:

• AM = h((HID ⊕ NM )‖TM ) and V1 =
h(HID‖TM ) ⊕ NM are dependent on HID which is

secret;

• AF = h(AM‖TF ‖SKFA) ⊕ NF and V2 =
h(AF ‖(TF ⊕ NF )‖SKFA‖(V1 ⊕ AM )) are factors of

SKFA which is a shared secret between the foreign

agent and the home agent;

• V3 = h((IDH ⊕ NH)‖(NF ⊕ AH)‖SKFA‖TH) and

V4 = h((HID ⊕ NF )‖(IDH ⊕ NM )‖NH‖TH) are

respectively factors of SKFA and HID.

Therefore, AMAPG is secure against impersonation at-

tacks.

3) Traceability and anonymity

It is possible to trace a protocol party if the adversary can

find a correlation between its responses in different sessions

which is specific for that entity. However, exclude times-

tamps which do not provide any information regarding the

mobile user, any transferred message by MU in AMAPG,

i.e. AM and V1, are randomized by nonce/timestamp through

a one-way hash function. Hence, assuming the used hash

function is enough secure, AMAPG is secure against MU
traceability attack. A protocol which is secure against user

traceability is also preserves the mobile user anonymity as

well. It is worth noting that we do not aim to provide FA or

HA anonymity/traceability.

4) Secret disclosure attack

Exclude time stamps, the identity of FA and HA and the

nonce NH , the rest of the transferred messages over the

channel are produced/masked by one-way hash functions

and the input of hash functions are including secret pa-

rameters. Given that it is not feasible to invert a secure

hash function, AMAPG does not reveal any secret param-

eters. In addition, the session key is computed as SK =
h(NF ‖NM‖NH) and NM and NF have respectively been

masked by h(HID‖TM ) and h(AM‖TF ‖SKFA), in which

HID and SKFA are secrets and TM and TF are fresh

session-dependent timestamps. Hence, AMAPG provides de-

sired security against secret disclosure attacks.

5) Permanent de-synchronization attack

To de-synchronize a protocol party permanently, the adver-

sary could force them to update their shared values differ-

ently, for example see [45]. However, in the login and authen-

tication phase of AMAPG are not updated any shared values.

In addition, the integrity of the transferred messages has been

guaranteed by one-way hash functions and the adversary can-

not impersonate any entity. Hence, it cannot also force them

to come up with different session keys. On the other hand, in

the password change phase, to change the password, the ad-

versary should choose a pair of ID′
M

and password PSW ′
M

such that they satisfy PV = h(ID′
M
‖PSW ′

M
‖RN ) which

is not feasible without the knowledge of the user IDM and

PSWM . Hence, AMAPG provides desired security against

any permanent de-synchronization attack. However, similar

to any other protocol, an active adversary can terminate the

messages to prevent secret sharing, which is applicable to any

other protocol which is run over a public channel.

6) Man-in-the-middle attack

Given that the integrity of all messages are guaranteed by

hash functions and the session time is also controlled by

timestamps, any message manipulation or unexpected delay

by a man-in-the-middle adversary will be detected with a

high probability. Hence, AMAPG is secure against man-in-

the-middle attacks.
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Mobile User MU Foreign Agent FA Home Agent HA

MU inputs IDM , PSWM .
Reader terminal
computes PV ∗ =
h(IDM‖PSWM‖RN ). If
PV ∗=PV , authenticates
MU , generates NM ,
calculates HID = SP ⊕
h(PSWM‖(IDM ⊕ RN )),
AM = h((HID ⊕NM )‖TM )
and V1 = h(HID‖TM )⊕NM

{AM ,V1,IDH ,TM}
−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Verifies TM , generates
NF , computes AF =
h(AM‖TF ‖SKFA) ⊕ NF

and V2 = h(AF ‖(TF ⊕
NF )‖SKFA‖(V1 ⊕AM ))
{TF ,IDF ,AF ,V1,V2}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Verifies TM and TF ,
searches for IDF and finds
SKFA = h(IDF ‖SKHA),
computes N∗

F =
AF ⊕ h(AM‖TF ‖SKFA)
and extracts a {RID∗} from
its database and calculates
HID∗ = h(RID∗‖SKHA),
N∗

M = h(HID∗‖TM ) ⊕ V1

and A∗
M = h((HID∗ ⊕

N∗
M )‖TM ), checks

V2
?
= h(AF ‖(TF ⊕

NF )‖SKFA‖(V1 ⊕ A∗
M ))

and computes AH =
AF ⊕ N∗

F ⊕ N∗
M ,

V3 = h((IDH ⊕NH)‖(N∗
F ⊕

AH)‖SKFA‖TH) and
V4 = h((HID∗ ⊕
N∗

F )‖(IDH ⊕N∗
M )‖NH‖TH)

{TH ,AH ,NH ,V3,V4}
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Computes V ∗
3 =

h((IDH ⊕ NH)‖(NF ⊕
AH)‖SKFA‖TH) and checks

V ∗
3

?
= V3 to authenticate

MA and HA, extracts
NM = AH ⊕AF ⊕NF , calcu-
lates A′

F = AM ⊕ NM ⊕ NF

and the session key
SK = h(NF ‖NM‖NH)
{NH ,A′

F
,V4}

←−−−−−−−−
Extracts NF = A′

F ⊕
AM ⊕ NM , checks

whether V4
?
= h((HID ⊕

NF )‖(IDH ⊕NM )‖NH‖TH)
to authenticate FA and
HA and then computes
the session key as
SK = h(NF ‖NM‖NH).

FIGURE 4: Login and Authentication phase of AMAPG
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7) Insider adversary

Besides the transferred messages over a public channel, an

insider adversary could access the transferred messages over

a secure channel in the registration phase also. The target

of such adversary could be extracting the user password

PSWM . However, the only information that an insider gets

in this way, compared to any other adversary which has no ac-

cess to the secure channel, are RID = h(IDM‖(PSWM ⊕
RN )) and HID = h(RID‖SKHA). Given that RN is a

fresh nonce, even if PSWM has low entropy, it will not be

feasible for the insider attacker to guess the user’s password.

Even assuming that the adversary also gets access to the

user smart card SC and therefore knows RN , yet the com-

plexity of guessing PSWM will be 2|PSWM+IDM |, where

|PSWM + IDM | is the joint entropy of PSWM and IDM

and could be enough large to make it infeasible to be guessed

in polynomial time.

8) Stolen smart card attack

The ability of any adversary with access to the user’s smart

card, is not more than an insider adversary with access to

smart card. Hence, for such an adversary, the complexity of

guessing PSWM correct will be 2|PSWM+IDM |.

9) Forward secrecy

Given that the proposed protocol i.e. AMAPG shares session

key only using symmetric key-cryptography, i.e. hash func-

tion, and also we do not update the shared parameters per

session, hence, similar to any other protocol in this context it

is not possible to provide this property. It should be noted it

is possible to easily provide this property when the protocol

uses a public key primitive such as elliptic curve cryptogra-

phy (ECC). However, such component will be much costlier

than hash function. However, if forward secrecy is vital for a

user, then we suggest to not use AMAPG.

B. FORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS

Here, we formally prove the security of AMAPG using BAN

logic and Scyther tool.

1) Security proof through BAN logic

In 1990, Burrows, Abadi, and Needham [46] presented a

logic-based approach to verify the security of protocols

named BAN logic. In BAN logic, the protocol and its security

goals were described using BAN logic notations and using its

logic rules it is deduced whether the the protocol participants

believe the protocol’s objectives. Security proof is done by

BAN logic method as follows:

1) Writing the protocol using BAN logic notations.

2) Writing an idealized version of the protocol. In the

idealized version of the protocol, plain parameters of

the protocol are ignored.

3) Specify the assumptions as well as the security objec-

tives of the protocol.

4) The rules in BAN logic are written as fractions such

as A

B
and these rules are used in such a way that

TABLE 2: Notations used in AMAPG’s security proof

through BAN logic

Notation Description

P |≡ X P believes X
P ⊳ X P receives X
P |∼ X P once said X
P ⇒ X P controls X
#(X) X is fresh
〈X〉

Y
Combination of X and Y

{X}
Y

Encryption of X with Y

P
K
←→ Q K is a shared secret between P and Q

Y = (X)h Y is hash of X

TABLE 3: BAN logic postulates used in this paper

Rule’s name Rule description

P1
A |≡ (A

K
←→ B), A ⊳ {X}

K

A |≡ B |∼ X

P2
A |≡ #(X)

A |≡ #(X,Y )

P3
A |≡ B |∼ X,A |≡ #(X)

A |≡ B |≡ X

P4
A |≡ (X,Y )

A |≡ (X)

P5
A |≡ X,A |≡ Y

A |≡ (X,Y )

P6
A |≡ (X)

A |≡ (X)h

P7
A |≡ B |≡ X,A |≡ B ⇒ X

A |≡ X

using protocol messages and assumptions, an attempt

is made to make a rule numerator i.e. A. In this case, it

is inferred that the denominator of the rule i.e. B is also

deduced. In this step, using the protocol messages and

assumption and based on BAN logic rules efforts are

being made to achieve the security objectives set out in

the protocol.

Here, we prove AMAPG’s security through BAN logic using

notations and some BAN logic rules represented in Table

2 and Table 3 respectively. Precisely, we prove that the

protocol’s parties i.e. MU and FA can retrieve the mutuality

belief in their shared key i.e. SK.

AMAPG using BAN logic format

Since the registration phase of AMAPG is done in a secure

channel, here, we only prove the security of AMAPG’s login

and authentication phase.

• M1 : FA ⊳ TM , IDH , AM = {TM , NM}HID, V1 =
{TM , NM}HID

• M2 : HA ⊳ TF , IDF , AF = {AM , TF , NF }SKFA
,

V1 = {TM , NM}HID, V2 = {AF , TF , NF , V1, AM}SKFA

• M3 : FA⊳TH , AH = {NF , NM , AM , TF }SKFA
, NH ,

V3 = {IDH , NH , NF , AH , TH}SKFA
, V4 =

{NF , IDH , NM , NH , TH}HID

• M4 : MU⊳NH , A′
F
, V4 = {NF , IDH , NM , NH , TH}HID

Idealization of AMAPG
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• IM1 : FA ⊳ AM = {TM , NM}HID, V1 =
{TM , NM}HID

• IM2 : HA ⊳ AF = {AM , TF , NF }SKFA
, V1 =

{TM , NM}HID, V2 = {AF , TF , NF , V1, AM}SKFA

• IM3 : FA ⊳ AH = {NF , NM , AM , TF }SKFA
,

V3 = {IDH , NH , NF , AH , TH}SKFA
,

V4 = {NF , IDH , NM , NH , TH}HID

• IM4 : MU⊳A′
F
, V4 = {NF , IDH , NM , NH , TH}HID

AMAPG assumptions and security objectives

AMAPG’s assumptions and security objectives are as fol-

lows:

• A1: MU |≡ #(NM )
• A2: MU |≡ #(TM )
• A3: FA |≡ #(NF )
• A4: FA |≡ #(TF )
• A5: HA |≡ #(NH)
• A6: HA |≡ #(TH)

• A7: MU |≡ (MU
HID
←−−→ HA)

• A8: HA |≡ (HA
HID
←−−→MU)

• A9: FA |≡ (FA
SKFA=h(IDF ‖SKHA)
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ HA)

• A10: HA |≡ (HA
SKFA=h(IDF ‖SKHA)
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ FA)

• A11: MU |≡ HA⇒ SK
• A12: FA |≡ HA⇒ SK

To prove the security of AMAPG, the following security

objectives must be satisfied.

• O1: FA |≡ SK
• O2: MU |≡ SK

To deduce the security objectives of AMAPG, we do as

follows:

2) Retrieving security objective O1

Given IM3 which is FA ⊳ {IDH , NH , NF , AH , TH}SKFA

and A9 and based on postulate P1 we get:

D1: FA |≡ HA |∼ {IDH , NH , NF , AH , TH}.
From A3 and based on P2, we deduce D2 : FA |≡
#({IDH , NH , NF , AH , TH}). From D1 and D2 and based

on P3 we get:

D3: FA |≡ HA |≡ {IDH , NH , NF , AH , TH}.
Given D3 based on P4, D4 and D5 is concluded as below:

D4: FA |≡ HA |≡ NF .

D5: FA |≡ HA |≡ NH .

Given IM3 which is FA⊳{NF , NM , AM , TF }SKFA
and A9

and based on postulate P1 we get:

D6: FA |≡ HA |∼ {NF , NM , AM , TF }.
From A3 and based on P2, we deduce D7 : FA |≡
#({NF , NM , AM , TF }). From D6 and D7 and based on P3

we get:

D8: FA |≡ HA |≡ {NF , NM , AM , TF }.
Given D8 based on P4, D9 is concluded as below:

D9: FA |≡ HA |≡ NM .

Using D4, D5 and D9 based on P5, we retrieve D10 as

D10 : FA |≡ HA |≡ (NM , NH , NF ). Given D10 based on

P6, we get D11 = FA |≡ HA |≡ (NM , NH , NF )h = SK.

Considering D11, A12 based on P7, we deduce D12 : FA |≡

SK which is same O1. Security objective O1 indicates that

FA believes in a shared key i.e. SK.

3) Retrieving security objective O2

Given IM4 which is MU ⊳ {NF , IDH , NM , NH , TH}HID

and A7 and based on postulate P1 we get:

D13: MU |≡ HA |∼ {NF , IDH , NM , NH , TH}.
From A1 and based on P2, we deduce D14 : MU |≡
#({NF , IDH , NM , NH , TH}). From D13 and D14 and

based on P3 we get:

D15: MA |≡ HA |≡ {NF , IDH , NM , NH , TH}.
Given D15 based on P4, D16, D17 and D18 is concluded as

below:

D16: MU |≡ HA |≡ NF .

D17: MU |≡ HA |≡ NM .

D18: MU |≡ HA |≡ NH .

Using D16, D17 and D18 based on P5, we retrieve D19 as

D19 : MU |≡ HA |≡ (NM , NH , NF ). Given D19 based

on P6, we get D20 : MU |≡ HA |≡ (NM , NH , NF )h =
SK. Considering D20 and A11 based on P7, we deduce

D21 : MU |≡ SK which is same O2. Security objective

O2 indicates that MU believes in a shared key i.e. SK.

4) Security proof using Scuther

Scyther [47] is a security tool written in the Python language

that is used to check the correctness and security of protocols.

The protocol modeling language in this tool is Security Proto-

col Description Language (SPDL). SPDL allows the protocol

designer to examine the security features of the protocol.

The protocol designer can examine the security objectives set

in the protocol, such as maintaining the confidentiality of a

secret value. If the designed protocol does not set any security

goals for it, Scyther automatically adds security goals to it.

Table 4 represents some of the security claims that can be

made with the Scyther tool.

To model the proposed protocol, it is sufficient to state

the three parties participating in the protocol i.e. MU , FA
and HA in different roles, to express the messages that are

sent and received between them in SPDL respectively, and to

make security claims for each role. Thereafter, Scyther tool

executes the written code.

As can be seen in Figures 5 and 6, Scyther tool cannot

find any security pitfalls in AMAPG.

VII. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

Table 5, compares our proposed protocol with its predecessor

and also other recent hash-based GLOMONET authentica-

tion protocols. From the security point of view, we have

shown that Shashidhara et al.’s protocol suffers from several

important drawbacks including traceability, impersonation,

stolen smart card and the lack of forward secrecy. On the

other hand, the detailed security analysis of AMAPG and its

formal security verification using Scyther tool confirms that

it provides desired security against different attacks. To keep

VOLUME 4, 2016 11
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TABLE 4: Scyther tool’s security claims

Claim Description

Secret means that the protocol keeps the secret

value safe and its value is not accessible to

others

Niagree means that the sender and receiver agree on

the secret values exchanged and the results

of the analysis justify the validity of this

claim

Nisynch means that the sending and receiving

events are executed by the roles in order

and with the main content in question

Alive means that if one role has finished one

run of protocol, the other role has already

started to play

Weakagree When one role completes a run, the other

role has already started, and the first role is

apparently related to the second role

FIGURE 5: Security evaluation of AMAPG via Scyther

FIGURE 6: Continuation of security evaluation of AMAPG

via Scyther

AMAPG as much as possible similar to its predecessor proto-

col, i.e. Shashidhara et al.’s protocol, from the security point

of view, we kept the used component identical which is one-

way hash function as the main primitive to provide desired

security. Hence, in the term of the required area to implement

the cryptographic primitive all of protocols compared in Ta-

ble 5 are identical. However, in the term of required memory

as depicted in Table 6 and Figure 7, Lee et al., Kang et al.

and AMAPG schemes requires 320, 480 and 480 bits mem-

ory capacity respectively. As shown in this table, AMAPG

is better than its predecessor because Shashidhara et al.’s

protocol stores SP, PV,RN ,KMU while AMAPG stores

SP, PV,RN .

In the term of computational costs, as depicted in Table

7 and Figure 8, the Baig et al. [24] and AMAPG schemes

require the least amount of time for calculations, respec-

tively. Focusing on the MU computation analysis as it is

the resource constrain device, it can easily seen in Table 7,

the Baig et al. [24] and AMAPG schemes in their MU
side require 6Th and 9Th, respectively which are the fastest.

The time of the hash function i.e. Th is considered to be

0.038 milliseconds using [25]. Comparing AMAPG with

its predecessor i.e. Sashidhara et al. shows the mobile user

does 7 calls to h(.), the foreign agent does 4 calls to h(.)
and the home agent does 10 calls to h(.). On the other hand,

in AMAPG the mobile user, the foreign agent and the home

agent respectively does 6, 4 and 8 calls to h(.) which shows

that AMAPG outperforms Shashidhara et al.’s protocol in the

term of computational costs.

Assuming that the output length of the hash function h(.)
and random numbers is 160 bits, the length of identifier is

128 bits and the timestamp is 64 bits, as can be seen in
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Table 8 and Figure 9, Shashidhara et al. [1] and AMAPG

enforce lower computational costs, respectively. Focusing on

the MU communication costs as it is the resource constrain

device, it can easily seen in Table 8, MU in Shashidhara et

al.’s protocol and AMAPG in login and authentication phase

sends 448 and 512 bits respectively. The 64 bits that MU
used in the proposed protocol more than its predecessor is

due to its improved security. Precisely, in Shashidhara et al.’s

protocol, MU transfers 448 bits to FA, FA transfers 608

bits to HA, HA transfers 480 bits to FA and finally FA
transfers 320 bits to MU . On the other hand, in AMAPG,

MU transfers 512 bits to FA, FA transfers 672 bits to HA,

HA transfers 704 bits to FA and finally FA transfers 480

bits to MU . Although AMAPG has slightly increased com-

munication costs, it has been able to reduce computational

costs on the MU and HA. Also, as shown in Table 5, it has

been able to provide complete security.

A. SCALABILITY ANALYSIS

AMAPG is a symmetric cryptography based protocol and

in this class of protocols, to respect the users privacy the

user should send its credentials masked, otherwise it will

be traced by the adversary. To identify the user, the server

needs to search over the stored records which may not be very

efficient for a large scale protocol. However, in the proposed

protocol the search is done by the home agent which is less

constrained compared to the end users. To reduce the search

time to O(1), it is possible to use dynamic identifier or use

asymmetric cryptography, however each of them has its own

pros and cons also.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, Shashidhara et al.’s protocol, which was pro-

posed for GLObal MObility NETwork (GLOMONET), was

evaluated in the term of security against various attacks.

These security assessments demonstrated the protocol’s vul-

nerabilities to impersonation, stolen smart card attacks, the

lack of forward secrecy and traceability attacks. Then, to

remedy the protocol and strengthen its security against the

attacks described in this paper and other known attacks,

we proposed an enhanced protocol named AMAPG. Our

detailed security analysis and conducted performance anal-

ysis shows that AMAPG is superior to Shashidhara et al.’s

protocol in the term of security which is very important

and even in computational cost, although Shashidhara et al.

requires lower communication cost comparatively.

To provide security, similar to Shashidhara et al.’s proto-

col, AMAPG also only uses one-way hash functions as the

core of the security. Hence, it could be very lightweight and

applicable in many applications that are targeting constrained

environments. However, a drawback of such a protocol,

which is only uses symmetric encryption and in the same

time aiming to provide user anonymity, is the problem of

scalability in the server side (HA in these protocols), because

the server should search whole database to find the target

user. A solution could be sending dynamic identifier which

has its own pros and cons. Another solution is to use public

key approaches such as Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC).

However, such solutions are also very resource consuming

and may not be suitable for many applications. Hence, we

leave it to the user to choose the proper protocol for his/her

application.

On the other hand, any new protocol should be extensively

analysed by independent researchers and we also invite to

analyse AMAPG as a future work. Besides, in the AMAPG

we considered the foreign agent to be honest. Hence, the

session key is shared between the user, the foreign agent

and the home agent. However, in some applications the user

should not trust the foreign agent. In such applications, it

could be better to revise the protocol such that the foreign

agent can not identify the shared key. We leave this as

another opportunity for a future work. At last but not at least,

given that the proposed protocol mainly uses hash function

through its computations and any transferred data is masked,

the home agent should search over whole its records to

identify the user. Although the proposed protocol guarantees

the user’s privacy in this way but violates the protocol’s

scalability. Hence, it may be better to investigate a solution

to provide a trade-off between security and scalability in a

future work, although AMAPG could be a proper solution

for any applications for which the anonymity is important but

scalability is not matter.
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